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Assistant Solicitor General Brgdie's (Preliminary Statement" (at p. 1)

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's "memorandum in opposition" features, in its

"Preliminary Statement' (at p. 1) a new objection to appellants' requested injunctive relief, not

presented by either his July 23'd letter or his August 2od oral argument. It states:

"As shown below, the relief sought by appellant - particularly the
preliminary injunction - should be denied. Indeed, by withholding judicial
salary increases implemented since 2011, the requested preliminary
injunction would violate the State Constitution's guarantee that judicial
compensation 'shall not be diminished during the term of office for which

[the judge] was elected or appointed' N.Y. Const. Art. VIL $7 (See Point
r(E)(1).)"

The citation to Article VII, $7 of the New York State Constitution is incorrect. It should be Article

VI, $25 - and this is repeated by Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's Point I(E)(l) (at p. 6), which,

in addition to incorrectly citing to Article VII, $7, quotes Article VI, $25, but expurgates the quote to

remove the below underscored portion that the compensation of a judge or justice:

"shall be established by lry and shall not be diminished during the term in
offrce for which he or she was elected or appointed.'(underlining added).

Obviously, if the law establishing a commission with "force of law" power to raise judicial

compensation is unlawful because, as at bar, it is unconstitutional, or fraudulent, or not in conformity

with itself, that law falls and with it the judicial compensation it sets. Especially is this so when - as

chronicled by appellants' pleadings and established by the evidence in the record - judges colluded



in securing and perpetuating the unlawful law. To hold otherwise and confer upon judges a

constitutional right to increases in their compensation that they procured through statutory violations,

fraud, and unconstitutionality would not only be inequitable, but itself unconstitutional.

Tellingly, Solicitor General Brodie's Point I(EXI) furnishes no caselaw, let alone caselaw

corresponding to the extraordinary facts of this case. Nor does it identifr the "lau/' which has

established the judicial compensation that is "not to be diminished". It is, in fact, the same "law" as

existed on April 1,2012 before any ofthe commission-based judicial salary increases took effect -

Judiciary Law, Article 7-B ($220 et seq.). Its $221-a, entitled "salary ofjustices of the appellate

divisions of supreme court", relevant to this Court, reads:

"The annual salaries of the presiding justices and associate justices of the

appellate divisions of the supreme court shall be as follows:

PresidingJustice 147,600
AssociateJustice 144,000".

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's Point I (at pp.2-12):

"The Relief in Anoellant's Order to Show Cause Should be Denied"

Unlike Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's July23d letter, whichhadnotgoneseriatimthroughthe

relief sought by appellants' order to show cause, Point I of his "memorandum" does, as follows:

As to Appellants' First Branch.
Assistant Solicitor General responds (at p.2)

under a title heading: *Paragraph 1, Calting for Judicial Disclosuresr Should Be Denied.'

Its four-sentence paragraph include s his sentence "See 22 N.Y.C.R.R. $ 100.3(E)", which he

cites for the proposition that "judges are not required to disclose the reasons for their recusal", falsely

making it appear that this is relief appellants are seeking, which they are not. What they are seeking

is disclosure fromjudges who believethemselves capable of sitting, notwithstandingthereasonable

questions that require their disqualification, ptrsuant to $ 100.E. As to this, the procedure is set forlh



in $ 100.3F, entitled "Remittal of disqualification", to which Assistant Solicitor General Brodie does

not even refer, let alone quote ,to support his bald assertion "Nor are fiudges] required to provide

information about their fitness to judge particular matterso', which in circumstances involving

$100.3E is false.

Appellants' entitlement to the granting of their first branch is set forth bV flfa-lO and t[52 of

appellant Sassower's moving affrdavit in support of the order to show cause and reinforced by pages

25-28 of the "legal autopsy'o/analysis, annexed as ExhibitZto her August I't reply affidavit, whose

accuracy is uncontested by Assistant Solicitor General Brodie.

As to Apnellants' Second Brench.
Assistant Solicitor General Brodie responds (at pp,2-4) under a title heading

"Paragraph 2, Calling for Disclosures by Attorney General Undetwood,
Should Be Denied'.

Both its title and its content, contained in fow paragraphs spanning a page and a half, conceal

the disclosures which the second branch specifies in the order to show cause:

"directing that Attomey General Barbara D. Underwood identifr who has

determined "the interest of the state" on this appeal - and plaintiffs-
appellants' entitlement to the Attorney General's representation/intervention
pursuant to Executive Law $63.1 and State Finance Law, $123 et seq.,

including vfa independent counsel, and how, if at all, she has addressed her

own conflicts of interest with respect thereto" --

reflective of the fact that Assistant Solicitor General Brodie has NO argument to support denial of

the specified disclosure, making his opposition, frivolous. Instead, he argues:

"The Afiorney General is authorized to defend State officers and entities in
litigation, see Exec. L. $$63(l) and to litigate in support of the

constitutionality of the State's statutes, see Exec. L. $71(l). In this case,

she has done both."

This is a deceit. The authori zation'to defend" in Executive Law $63 . I is contingent on o'tlre interest

of the state". Yet, Assistant Solicitor General Brodie does not assert here, did not assert at the



August 2nd oral argument, and did not assert in his July 23'd letter that the attorney general's

representation of respondents before this Court is based on any such "interest of the state"

determination having been made by the attomey general's office - or that the representation of

defendants below, before Judge Hartman or in the prior citizen-taxpayer action, before Judge

McDonough, was predicated on any such detennination. Absentthe attorney general's determination

of the "interest of the state", he/she cannot lawfully "defend", pursuant to Executive Law $63.1.

As for Executive Law $71(1), itpertains to theattomeygeneral'srightto intervene insupport

of constitutionality of a statute - as provided for by CPLR $1012, grving the attorney general an

intervention of right for that purpose. Such is not relevant to the issue presented by this branch,

which is appellants' entitlement to his representation/intervention, pursuant to Executive Law $63.1

and State Finance Law, Article 7-A.

Having concealed the specific disclosure sought by the second branch of appellants' orderto

show cause enables Assistant Solicitor General Brodie to then bulk-up this section by a paragraph

rejecting disclostre not sought by appellants' second branch. Thus, his second paragraph of this

section:

'Nothing in the Executive Law or the State Finance Law entitles

appellant to 'findings of fact and conclusions of law' by the Attorney
General on the merits of appellant's case (8/1/18 Reply Atr fl5)-
Indeed, it is impossible to answer appellant's request for findings and

conclusions .as to the respects in which the December 24,2015
report' of the Commission on Legislative, Judicial and Executive

Compensation (the Commission) 'on its face, violates Chapter 60,

Part E, of the Laws of 2015" (8/1/18 Reply Atr fl4). The Attorney

General successfully defended the legality of the Commission in
Supreme Court. We do not believe that the Commission's report

violated the enabling statute. Thus, no such findings and conclusions

exist."

The cited ![![a and 5 of appellant Sassower's August l't reply affidavit have nothing to do with the

disclosure sought by appellant's second branch of their orderto show cause. Rather, they relate to



appellants' entitlement to the fifth branch of their order to show cause to enjoin the commission-

based judicial salary increases and the district attorney salary increases based thereon. Yet, this non-

sequitur paragraph furnishes further confirmation that the attomey general's office never determined

"the interest of the state", as such would have necessitated its determffiog, with findings of fact and

conclusions of law, whether the Decembr 24,2015 report of the Commission on Legislative,

Judicial and Executive Compensation violated Chapter 60, Part E, of the Laws of 2015, including

facially - and there is nothing "impossible to answer" about so-easy a determination as comparing

the face of the report with the statute, and especially when the specifics are set forth by appellants'

eighth cause of action - and its substantiating January 15,2016 "Statement of Particulars in Further

Support of Legislative Override of the 'Force of Law' Judicial Salary Increase Recommendations,

Repeal ofthe Commission Statute, Etc." (Exhibit EE). Indeed, in his Point (E)(6), infra,Assistant

Solicitor General Brodie inconsistently does the "impossible" - and fraudulently asserts that the

report does not facially violate the statute.

Assistant Solicitor General then concludes with two final paragraphs pertaining to conflicts

of interest - the first, as to Attorney General Underwood's conflicts, reads as follows (at p. 3):

"Attomey General Underwood has no conflict of interest. She is defending
both herself and the other State officers and entities, all of whom are

defendants-respondents. Defendants-respondents are united in their interest
in defeating appellant's claims."

This implicitly answers the second question for which appellants' second branch seeks disclosure -

"how, if at all, [Attorney General Underwood] has addressed her own conflicts of interest with

respect thereto". The implied answer is that Attorney General Underwoodos own conflicts have not

been addressed because, purportedly, "Attorney General Underwood has no conflict of interest".

This, however, is abald conclusion- and is NOT supported by Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's

bald statement that her interests are "united" with those of her fellow respondents, as this is NOT the
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conflict of interest at issue. Rather, it is whether her personal, professional relationships and

interests conflict with her duty, pursuant to Executive Law $63.1, to determine o'the interest of the

state" - a succession of which relationships and circumstances are particularized by appellant

Sassower's May 30, 2018 letter to her - annexed as Exhibit J to her luly 24,2018 moving affidavit

in support of the order to show cause - to which there was no response from Attorney General

Underwood. Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's bald denial ofconflicts, not by a sworn statement

in which he would have to identi$ his personal knowledge and/or information and belief, but by a

"memorandum" is insufficient, as a matter of lmv,to refute that particulaized showing.

The second conflict-oiinterest pertaining paragraph in this section is even more irrelevant

and misleading, as it pertains NOT to Attorney General Underwood's conflicts ofinterest, butJudge

Harftnanos. It reads (at pp. 3-4):

"Nor did Justice Hartman have a conflict of interest from having formerly
worked in the Attorney General's office. The situation is analogous to one

where a judge, who was formerly a disfiict attomey, hears a criminal case.

This Court has allowed such judges to act in such circumstances, even

when, as district attorney, the judge had prosecuted the defendant for
unrelated matters. See, e.g., People v. Casey,6l A.D.3d 1011, 1015 (3d

Dep't), lv. denied,12 N.Y.3d 913 (2001); People v. Mitchell, 288 A.D.2d
622, 623 (3d Dep't 2001), lv. denied,99 N.Y.2d 536 (2002); People v.

Jones,143 A.D.2d 465,466-67 (3d Dep't 1988). Here, the case against

recusal is even stronger; there is no evidence that Justice Hartman was

involved with the defense of this lawsuit or the lawsuit before Justice

McDonough before taking the bench."

Appellants' entitlement to the granting of their second branch is set forth bV !1fl11-23 of

appellant Sassower's July 24e moving affidavit in support ofthe order to show cause, and reinforced

by pages 23-25 of the "legal autopsy''/analysis, annexed as Exhibit Z to her August I't reply affidavit,

the accuracy of which is uncontested by Assistant Solicitor General Brodie.
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As to Apoellants'Third Branch'
Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's responds (at pp. 4-5)

under a title heading "Paragraph 3, Calling for an Expedited Briefing Schedule,
Should Be Denied.to

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie does not identiff the material fact that this is a citizen-

tanpayer action, requiring, and statutorily-entitled to, expedition - implicitly conceding that it

disposes of the issue. And he furnishes no affidavit or affirmation, reflective of the fact that his

facfual assertions that the record in this case is unduly time-consuming or difficult to understand are

false.

Appellants' entitlement to the granting of their third branch is set forth by !ffi24-35 of

appellant Sassower's July 24h moving affidavit in support ofthe order to show cause and reinforced

by pages 30-32 of the "legal autopsy''/analysis, annexed as Exhibit Z to her August I't reply affidavit,

the accuracy of which is uncontested by Assistant Solicitor General Brodie.

As to Anpellant's Fourth Branch'
Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's responds (at pp. 5{) under a title heading

(Paragraph 4, Asking the Court to Subpoena the Reeord in This Case

and a Prior Case, Should Be Denied in Part."

Noturithstanding the title heading, the content of this section - and of the o'Conclusion" (atp,

15) - make apparent that Assistant Solicitor General Brodie is acceding to the entirety ofappellants'

request that the Court obtain the requested lower court records. As for furnishing a copy ofthe *free-

standing exhibits" to respondents' counsel, that was already done and is so-reflected by appellant

Sassower's March 30,2017 e-mail advising that all those exhibits were left at Judge Hartman's

chambers for pick-up [R.863].

Appellants' entitlement to the gmnting of this fourth branch is set forth by ![!f36-43 of

appellant Sassower's July 24ft moving affidavit in support ofthe order to show cause and reinforced



by page 3 of the "legal autopsy''/analysis, annexed to her August l't reply affidavit, the accuracy of

which is uncontested by Assistant Solicitor General Brodie.

As to Apnellants'Fifth Branch,
Assistant Solicitor General Brodie responds (at pp.6-10), under a title heading

oThe Preliminary Injunction in Paragraph 5 Should Be Denied",
presenting six subsections.

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's subsection 1 (at p. 6), entitled "The Preliminary

Injunction Would Wolate the State Constitution" and featured in his "Preliminary Statement" (at p.

1) is discussed at pp.2-3, supra.

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's subsection 2 (at p. 71, entitled uAppellant Delayed in

Seeking Intefim Relief, is rebutted by pages 20-21of the "legal autopsy"/analysis, annexed as

Exhibit Z to appellant Sassower's August l't reply affidavit. Appellants "stategic choice" was to

seek a TRO and preliminary injunctive relief from this Cotrt at the earliest point at which their

entitlement thereto could be most irefutably recognize d- to lryir, simultaneously with their filing of

their perfected appeal. And even at this point, Solicitor General Brodie purports that appellants have

not shown and cannot show a likelihood of success on the merits.

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's subsection 3 (at no 7-9), entitled "The Case

Includes No Claimlor the Current Year', regurgitates the deceit put forward by his July 23'd letter

(at pp. 2-3), rebutted bythe "legal autopsy'Tanalysis thereof (atpp.7-9,11-12),annexed as ExhibitZ

to appellant Sassower's August l't reply affidavit, and then repeated by him at the August 2"d oral

argument and refuted by appellant Sassower there.
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Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's subsection 4 (at n. 9). entitled $Itemization", is

frivolous, as appellants' sixth, seventh, and eighth causes of action, on which their requested TRO

and preliminary iqiunction rest, having nothins to do with itemization. Not surprisingly, Solicitor

General Brodie furnishes not the slightest clue as to how it is relevant.

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's subsection 5 (at n. 10), entitled $Budget

Negotiations', is frivolous, as appellants' sixttr, seventh, and eighth causes of action, on which their

requested TRO and preliminary injunction rest, have nothing to do with "budget negotiations. Here

too Solicitor General Brodie furnishes no clue as to how it is relevant.

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's subpection 6 (at no. 10-11), entitled uCommission's

Compliance with Ensbling Statuten, consists of two parzgraphs.

As to the frst paragraph (at p. 10), it purports to factually rebut appellant Sassower's factual

assertions at the August 2nd oral argument that the Commission on Legislative, Judicial and

Executive Compensation violated Chapter 60, Part E, ofthe Laws of20l5 inrendering its December

24,2015 report recommending judicial salary increases - and states: "the Commissionos report

expressly discussed every factor identified in the statute". To have probative value, this factual

assertion belongs in an affidavit or affrmation. However, it is false - and Assistant Solicitor

General Brodie may be presumedto know it is false not only by his failure to present it by affrdavit

or affrrmation, but by his failure to reveal that the violations to which appellant Sassower referred at

the oral argument are embodied in appellants' eighth cause of action which, incorporating the

fifteenth cause of action of their March 23,2016 verified second supplemental complaint from the

prior citizen-taxpayer action, states:

*454. The Commission on Legislative, Judicial and Executive
Compensation violated Chapter 60, Part E, ofthe [.aws of 2015 in multiple respects:

t0



(i) in violation of 92. llfll. 2(a), the Commission examined only judicial
salary, not o'compensation" apart from salary, and not "non-salary benefits";

(ii) in violation of 82. utll. 2(a). the Commission made no finding and

fumished no evidence that current 'compensation and non-salary benefits'

or 'pay levels and non-salary benefits' of New York State judges are

inadequate;

(iii) in violation of $2- u3, the Commission did not'take into account
all appropriate factors', such as systemic judicial comrption and citizen
opposition - and made no claim that it had;

(iv) in violation of $2. fl3, the Commission did not 'take into account'

three of the six enumerated'appropriate factors'.

455. Each of these statutory violations is particularizedby plaintiffs' 12-

page 'statement of Particulars in Further Support of Legislative Override of the

'Force of Law' Judicial Salary Increase Recommendations, Repeal of the

Commission Statute, Etc.' (Exhibit 40), which plaintiffs January 15,2015 letter to
defendants FLANAGAN and HEASTIE furnished those defendants and the chairs

and ranking members of the Legislature's "appropriate committees' (Exhibit 39).

Individually and collectively, these statutory violations are sufftcient to void the
judicial salary increase recommendations of its December 24,2015 Report, as a
matter of low."

Annexed as Exhibit EE is a copy of the referred-to "statement of Particulars"o whose

explication of violations of Chapter 60, Part E, of the Laws of 2015, evident from the face of the

Commission's December 24,2015 report, is, as follows:

"Oz i* Face. the Commiss
is Statutorilv-Violative

Although the Commissionls Report makes it appear that the Commission has

complied with Part E of Chapter 60 of the Laws of 2015 by its reoeated invocations
of the statute, including in Chair Birnbaum's coverletter and by its inclusion of a
section entitled 'Statutory Mandate', its violations of the statute's $2, which defines

its mandate, are evident from the face of the Report.

$2 consists of three paragraphs. The first requires that the Commission 'examine,
evaluate and make recommendations with respect to adequate levels ofcompensation
and non-salary benefits'. This charge is actually redundant as the definition of
compensation is salar.v and non-salary benefits. However, by repeating 'non-salary
benefits', the statute reinforces - and leaves no doubt * that the Commission's
mandate is two-fold: salary and 'non-salary benefits'. This two-fold mandate is
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carried through to the second paragraph of $2, whose subdivision (a) requires the

Commission to 'examine...the prevailing adequacy of pay levels and non-salary

benefits.

The third paragraph of $2 then specifies that the Commission 'shall take into account

all appropriate factors, including, but not limited to' six financial factors. Three of
these six include 'compensation and non-salary benefits', to wit:

o othe levels of compensation and non-salary benefits received by
executive branch offrcials and legislators of other states and of the
federal governmento;

'the levels of compensation and non-salary benefits received by
professionals in governmen! academia and private and nonprofit
enterprise'; and

'the state's ability to fund increases in compensation and non-salary
benefits.'

Yet notwithstanding all this clear, unambiguous statutory language, the
Commission's Report does not oexamineo and 'evaluate' 'non-salary benefits' -
which it does not even mentiorq other than acknowledging that they are part of its
statutory chargefra. As for 'compensation', the Report identifies none of its
components except for salary - thereby reinforcing that the term is being used as if
synonymousi with salary, which it is not. Even as to judicial salary, the Report makes

no finding that existing salary levels are inadequate, including in its section entitled
'Findings' . Nor does it identiff ANY EVIDENCE from which such finding might
be made. Thus, although the Report repetitively speaks of the importance of
athacting highly-qualified candidates to the bench- and retaining the judges already
sitting - it makes no claim that the current salary levels have created a problem in
attracting a sufficient pool of qualified candidates seeking to be judges - or that even
a single judge has stepped down because of the current salary.

As the Report does not reveal that the statute requires the Commission to otake into
account all appropriate factors', it makes no claim that the Commission has done
so.tus It does not even purport that the Commission has taken into account the factors
the statute itemizes - and it plainly has not with respect to the three factors that

requiring the Commission to: 'oexamine, evaluate and make recommendations with respectto

adequate levels of compensation and non-salar.v benefib' (at p. 3, underlining added)."

The Report's 'Statutory Mandate' section does not identi$ the sta:tutory language that

'the commission shall take into account all appropriate factors including butnot limited to',
substituting the paraphrase: 'Chapter 60 sets forth a number of factors to guide the

Commission's work of determining appropriate judicial salary levels, including, but not
limited to...'."
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include 'non-salary benefits'. Indeed, although reciting that the statutory factors

include 'levels of compensation and non-salary benefits received by professionals in
govemment, academia and private and nonprofit enterprise' - which it does in the

'statutory Mandate' section of the Report (at p. 3) - the comparison identified in its
'Findings' section (at p. 6) on which it bases a finding that 'New York State judges

are underpaid relative to the compensation of the various categories of lawyers and

professionals reviewed' cannot support such finding as it is NOT compensation data

but 'salary data for, among others, lawyers including lawyers working in private
practice and the public sector throughout New York State, executives in the non-
profit sector, professionals in academia and public education, and govemment

officials inNew York City."' @xhibit CC, pp. 2-3, underlining and capitalization in
the original).

Suffice to say, !f49 of appellant Sassower's July 24e moving affidavit - under the heading

"Appellants' Entitlement to a TRO and Preliminary Injunction" - specifies this "Statement of

Particulars" as enabling Attorney General Underwood to make:

"findings of fact and conclusions of law as to the respects in whigh the

December 24. 2015 report of the Commission on Legislative. Judicial and

Executive Compensation [R.1083-1105]. on ifs.face. violates Chapter 60.

Part E. of the Law of 2015 [R.1080-1082J" (underlining and italics in the

original) -
and this is one of the two paragraphs to which Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's July 23'd letter

objects (atp.2) as "attempt[ing] to shift the burden to respondents of establishing her case - when,

as clear from the "statement of Particulars", appellants have met their burden, and it is for

respondents to respond thereto.

As for Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's second paragrap[ leading offwith the sentences,

"the Commission was not required to list each factor it considered. Parole cases provide a good

analogy.", each of these sentences is false and misleading. First, is the inference that the

Commission considered statutorily-required factors that it did not list. Not only is there NO

EVIDENCE of this, but the EVIDENCE of the Commission's deliberations, /o wit,their videoed

meetings, establishes ,primafacie,the brazen repudiation of its statutory-duty to examine, evaluate,

and make recommendations as to non-salary benefits and compensation, apart from salary. Indeed,
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appellants' o'Statement of Particulars" (Exhibit EE, at pp. 3-6) features a hanscription ofcolloquy of

the Commissioners from the video under the title heading "The Facial Violations of the

Commission's December 24,2105 Report are Reinforced and Proven by the Commissioners' Own

Words at their December 7,2015 First Deliberative Meeting, Agreeing to Violate their Statutory

Charge". Secondly, for Assistant Solicitor General Brodie to suggest that the delegation of

constitutional, legislative powers to a commission, making policy determinations that will have the

"force of law ", is analogous to a parole board's compliance with statutory requirements in

determining an inmates eligibility for parole is a deceit - and the fact that he has offered no caselaw

to support his proposition reflects as much.

As to Apoellant's Sixth Branch,
Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's responds (at pp. ll-12) under a title heading

"The Settlement Conference Sought in Paragraph 6 Would Be f,'ruitless.'

This response is indefensible, as he does not deny or dispute the accuracy of any ofthe facts

set forth by fl!f50-5a of appellant Sassower's July 24s moving affidavit as waranting a settlement

conference. Nor should "briefing of this appeal be suspended while the settlement process is

ongoing", as settlement will plainly be more likely upon Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's having

to confront that he has NO legitimate defense to embody in a brief.
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As to appellantts Seventh Branch.
Assistant Solicitor General Brodie responds (at p. 12) under a title heeding (The'Other

and Further ReHeP Requested by Appellant is Not Appropriate.'

Assistant Solicitor General Brodie's Point II (at pp. 13-15):
*Appellant's Allegations of Frsud are Beseless, and her Request for Sanctions

Should be Denied'
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